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^william wordsworth, the complete foetical works of william wordsworth, editedby a. jorge, (cambridge
edition), p. 865, notes to the excursion. all references to wordsworth's poetry are made to this edition, hereafter
referred to as complete poetical works. 2^lane cooper, "a compendious history of english literature." the
chicago dial.Pstc the complete poetical works of samuel taylor coleridge, ed. ernest hartley coleridge, 2 vols
(oxford, 1912). and especially wordsworth, which she had by heart, in her rapt voice. 10.1057/9780230288133
- wordsworth: a poet's history, keith hanley Wordsworth in ‘the churchyard among the mountains’ 154 6.
thomas hood in the cemetery 189 7. poets’ corner, browning, and the hero as poet 222 lbp lord byron: the
complete poetical works, ed. jerome j. mcgann, 7 vols. (oxford: clarendon, 1980–93) mcdiarmid john
mcdiarmid, sketches from nature(edinburgh:The complete poetical works of william gay gay, william
(1865-1897) a digital text sponsored by australian literature gateway university of sydney library sydney
william gay was born on may 2, 1865, in the little village of bridge of weir, in renfrewshire, scotland. he was
the eldest of a large family, his father being byThe poetical works of william wordsworth, vol. ii. by william
wordsworth the poetical works of william wordsworth, vol. ii. by william wordsworth produced by jonathon
ingram, clytie siddall and the online distributed proofreading team! the poetical works of william wordsworth
edited by william knight vol. ii 1896 page 1 / 944Wordsworth, this bas led to a complete distortion of
judgment.") various interpretations of the t'lucy poems" a few of wordsworth's critics have passed the "lucy
poems" over 1n silence, claiming, as andrew george does, that "to the complete poetical works of .1lliam
wordsworth (boston, l~),' p. 8jl. --6 . 7 to analyze wordsworth's The death of women in wordsworth, byron,
and poe by gina kang december, 2009 chair: anne mallory, ph.d. 1 all works by wordsworth except the ruined
cottage are from the complete poetical works of william wordsworth (1932). 5 my warm affection’s tear” (ll.
22-23).
Dorothy wordsworth and hartley coleridge. this page intentionally left blank . dorothy wordsworth and hartley
coleridge the poetics of relationship cpw hartley coleridge, the complete poetical works of hartley coleridge,
ed. ramsay colles (london: george routledge and sons, 1908).The unremarkable wordsworth geoffrey h.
hartman, donald g. marshall published by university of minnesota press hartman, h. & marshall, g.. the
unremarkable wordsworth. the complete poetical works ofs.t. coleridge, ed. e.h. coleridge, 2 vols. (oxford,
1912), 1:381-82. the capitalization of twilight and coolness shows how close the The complete poetical works
of percy bysshe shelley volume i editor of the oxford wordsworth. 1914. percy bysshe shelley 4. preface. this
edition of his "poetical works" contains all shelley's ascertained poems and fragments of verse that have
hitherto appeared in print. in preparing the volume i have worked as far as possible on the Prose the prose
works of william wordsworth, ed. w. j. b. owen and jane worthington smyser, 3 vols (oxford, 1974). pstc the
complete poetical works of samuel taylor coleridge, ed. ernest hartley coleridge, 2 vols (oxford, 1912). pw the
poetical works of william wordsworth, ed. ernest de selincourt and helen darbishire, 5 vols (oxford, 1940–9).
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